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THE LAW SCHOOL

The ninety-fourth year of the Law School of The University of North Carolina opened this fall with a total registration of 103 students, one more than last year. There are 49 in the first year class; 27 in the second year class; and 27 in the third year class. Of the 103 students, 69, or 67 per cent, have received their college degrees. There are eleven students from other states: one from Connecticut; one from New Jersey; two from New York; two from Pennsylvania; three from South Carolina; one from Tennessee; and one from Virginia.

Assistant Professors James H. Chadbourn and John E. Mulder have resigned to go to the University of Pennsylvania. Mr. Chadbourn has been succeeded by Assistant Professor Donald W. Markham, who took his place last year while Mr. Chadbourn was upon leave of absence. Mr. Mulder has been succeeded by Associate Professor John P. Dalzell. Mr. Dalzell, who holds the degrees of A.B. and LL.B. from the Uni-